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xtreme mac
2001
STEVE JOBS AUTHORISES “XTREMEMAC” BRAND
XTREMEMAC LAUNCHES THE 1ST CASE FOR THE 1ST IPOD

2014
LAUNCH OF THE XTREMEMAC ATHLETES SPRONSORSHIP PROGRAM

for your outdoor experiences
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DESIGN

IT’S NOT AN ACT, IT’S A HABIT
aluminum
rubber
nylon

apple colors
extreme sport trends
fashion colors

QUALITY

INNOVATION
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CLEAN, SIMPLE AND TRENDY

AT THE FOREFRONT OF TECHNOLOGY
quick charge
usb-c
wireless charging
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xtrememac
MADE FOR
APPLE USERS
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imac, macbook, ipad and iphone
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/ WOODEN STAND WITH WIRELESS CHARGING

/ iMac

STYLISH WOODEN STAND FOR IMAC, MACBOOK AND
ANY OTHER LAPTOPS AND SCREENS, WITH WIRELESS
CHARGING TECHNOLOGY.

- Innovative wooden design stand.
- The wireless charging plate on the side can charge
your newest iPhone and any other phone with the
QI technology.
- Output: 10W.
#XWH-WST-03
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/ METALLIC STAND WITH TYPE-C HUB
STYLISH ALUMINUM STAND FOR IMAC, MACBOOK
AND ANY OTHER LAPTOPS AND SCREENS, WITH
TYPE-C HUB FUNCTION.

- Aluminum, compact high quality design, light and
resistant stand.
- Available in the Apple «space grey» colour.
- The USB-C PD as well as the 3 USB ports will
allow you to sync and charge your devices in a
quick and efficient way.
- 3X USB-A 3.0 ports super speed (5 Gbps) / charge
and sync.
- USB-C PD charging port.
#XWH-MHS-13
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/ IMAC STAND WITH USB HUB

/ TANGO SOUND BAR

STAND FOR IMAC, MACBOOK AND ANY OTHER
LAPTOPS AND SCREENS.

STYLISH AND POWERFUL SOUND BAR FOR IMAC
AND COMPUTER MONITORS.

- Compact design, light and resistant, the stand
provides 4 charging USB ports for a fast and
efficient charging of any type of device using USB
ports.
- 4X USB 3.0 ports super speed (5 Gbps).

- Designed for the iMac and computer monitors, it fits
perfectly on your desk, saving space and blending
in nicely.
- Easy-to-use, simply plug the speaker to the USB port
of your iMac or computer, no software needed.
- The Tango Bar amplifies the sound and offers
amazing audio performance and quality.
- The in and out ports allow you to connect any device
with a 3.5mm jack cable.
- 10Watts - 6 speakers.
- Dual passive radiators.

#XM-STAND1-SLV

#USB-B22-03
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/ BLUETOOTH KEYBOARD

/ MECHANICAL NUMPAD WITH MULTIPORT HUB

DESKTOP KEYBOARD WITH NUMERIC KEYPAD.

NUMERIC KEYPAD WITH HUB.

- This stylish and high quality keyboard can
connect up to 4 devices simultaneously.
- Compatible with iOS, Android and Windows.
- Bluetooth 3.0.
- Batteries 2 x AAA.
- Size: 436x120x22mm.
- Net weight: 1.0 kg.

- High quality design and durable material offer high
quality performance.
- Three different models:
• Keypad with 3x USB 3.0 ports super speed (5 Gbps);
• Keypad with 2x USB 3.0 ports super speed (5 Gbps)
with audio & microphone ports;
• Keypad with 2x USB 3.0 ports super speed (5 Gbps)
& SD + Micro SD ports.
- 3X USB 3.0 Ports.
- SD Card reader.
- Audio In for Microphone 3.5mm.
- Audio Out for Earphones 3.5mm.
- Dimensions: 155 x 95 x 20 mm.

#XM-KEY-BT4-SLV

/ BLUETOOTH NUMPAD CALCULATOR

#XM-NPHUB32-AU-SLV; 32-CR-SLV; 33-SLV

ALUMINUM BLUETOOTH NUMERICAL & CALCULATOR
KEYPAD WITH DIGITAL SCREEN.

- High quality design and durable aluminum material
offer high quality performance.
- Easily switch between calculator mode and numpad
mode, send your calculation results to your MacBook,
iMac or any other laptop and computer with a
simple click.
- Led indicator for low power: on-off for power-saving.
- Perfect addition to the apple magic keyboard.
- Built-in rechargeable lithium battery.
- Bluetooth.
#XWH-CMN-83
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/ ROUND MOUSE PAD

/ WIRELESS CHARGING MOUSE PAD

STYLISH ALUMINUM MOUSE PAD.

STYLISH DESIGN MOUSE PAD WITH WIRELESS
CHARGING TECHNOLOGY.

- Original and stylish, the aluminum material offers
great durability as well as a high precise reflective
surface.
- Available in the Apple colours «space grey»,
«silver», «rose gold» and white.
- The gripped surface offers an optimal stability.
- Rubber anti slip coating.
- Brushed aluminum surface.
- Dimensions: 220 x 3 mm.
#XM-MPR-GRY; PNK; SLV; WHT

- The dock integrates the QI technology to charge your
newest iPhone and any compatible device wirelessly.
- The design is extremely elegant and offers a
high quality and spacious mouse pad.
- The top part with wireless charging can be used in 2
different positions: flat or inclined.
- Material: PU Leather.
- Input: DC 5V 2A.
- Output: DC 5V 1A (5W).
- Transmitter power: 5W/10W.
- Dimensions: 298 x 210 x 5 mm.
# IPU-WCM-13
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/ POWERBANK MACBOOK

/ MacBook

TYPE-C POWERBANK FOR MACBOOK 12” AND NEW
PRO 13” & 15’’.

- This high capacity powerbank provides a full
charge to any USB-C and USB-A device while you
are on the go.
- The USB-C port enables you to fully charge your
MacBook 12’’ and new pro 13’’.
- Its USB-PD function allows you to charge your
newest iPhone from 0 to 50% in 30m.
- With the 2 extra USB-A ports, charge any device
using an USB cable.
- The LED indicates the charging status of the
powerbank.
- Available in 2 Apple colours: «space grey» and
«silver».
- 45W power output.
- 20100mAh battery capacity, 72.4Wh.
- Lithium ion battery.
- Output port: 2XUSB, 1 Type C port.
- Input port: Type C.
- Dimensions: 188 x 66 x 23.2 mm.
- Weight: 490g.
#IPU-PBM-83; 13
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/ TYPE-C DOCKING HUB STATION
HIGH SPEED DOCKING HUB STATION, PERFECT
ADDITION TO YOUR NEWEST MACBOOK PRO.

- Discreet and elegant, the docking hub station
works by simply plugging it to your MacBook
12’, new MacBook Pro 13’ and 15’, or any
other laptop using the Type-C technoogy, while
adding 12 new connectors to your device.
- The security lock hole guarantees a high level
of safety.
- The case in aluminum-alloy provides strong
resistance for great durability.
- Available in Apple colour «space grey».
- 3X USB 3.0 super speed (5 Gbps) / charge and sync.
- HDMI (1920x1200 / 60hz), VGA and display-port.
- Support 1000 Mbps band width for rJ45 port.
- Stereo port supports both microphone and
headphone.
- Sample rate can be up to 192kHz.
- Support SD / SDHC / SDXC / TF.
- USB-C support plug and play, hot swap cable
length 15cm with TPe jack and grey PSS braid.
- 9 LED indicators show the working status of the 9
interfaces except rJ45.
# XWH-CDH-13
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/ TYPE-C MULTIPORT HUB

/ TYPE-C MULTIPORT PLUS HUB

MULTIPORT HUB WITH USB-C, USB-A AND HDMI PORTS.

MULTIPORT HUB WITH USB-C, USB-A, HDMI, ETHERNET
AND CARD READER PORTS.

- Add 3 connectors to your MacBook 12’, new
MacBook Pro 13’ & 15’ and any device using
the Type-C technology.
- Aluminum material, compact design, light and
resistant provides great performances and durability.
- USB 3.0 Ports.
- HDMI 4k2k @30Hz.
- Type-C port.
#XAH-HUC-03

/ MULTI USB-A HUB

- Add 6 connectors to your MacBook 12’, new
MacBook Pro 13’ & 15’ and any device using the
Type-C technology.
- Aluminum material, compact design, light and
resistant provides great performance and durability.
- 2X USB 3.0 Ports.
- HDMI 4k2k @30Hz.
- SD Card Reader.
- RJ45 Ethernet Port (1Gbit).
- Type-C port.
- Dimensions: 116 x 47 x 16 mm.
- Weight: 85g.
#XM-HUB6-MC-SLV

MULITPORT HUB WITH 4 USB-A PORTS.

- Add 4 connectors to laptop, computer, and any
device with USB-A port.
- Aluminum material, compact design, light and
resistant provides great performances and durability.
- Available in 2 versions: USB 2.0 and USB 3.0.
- USB-A Connector.
- 4X USB 3.0 Ports and 4X USB 2.0 Ports.
- Aluminum Finish - 15 cm Cable.
- Dimensions: 8.8 x 3.9 x 2.2 cm.
- Weight: 48g.
#XM-HUB24-SIL; 34-SIL
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/ MACBOOK CHARGING HUB ADAPTER

/ MACBOOK TRAVEL CASE

SMART COMPACT ADAPTER TRANSFORMING YOUR
MACBOOK PRO CHARGER INTO A HUB.

CUSTOMIZED CASE MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE
MACBOOK CHARGER.

- Especially designed to perfectly fit with your
new MacBook Pro 13’ & 15’ charger.
- Simply plug the adapter to the USB-C port of your
charger and add 2 USB-A ports to your device.
- The silicon case provides great stability as well as
keeping the original design of your Apple charger.
- 2X USB-A 3.0 port super speed (5 Gbps) - charge
and sync.
- Type-C 2.0 charging port.

- Stop mixing up all your cables while traveling.
- The elegant and compact case allows you to
carry your MacBook charger and cables, as well
as your airpods all together in the same tidy place.
- The resistant theath grey eva material offers
great durability.
#XWH-MTC-83

#XWH-MCA-03

/ AIRPOWER TRAVEL CASE
CUSTOMIZED CASE MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE
APPLE AIRPOWER.

- Stop mixing up all your cables while traveling.
- The elegant and compact case allows you to carry
your new Apple airpower, Type-C charger and cables,
as well as your airpods all together in the same tidy
place.
- The resistant theath grey eva material offers
great durability.
#XWH-ATC-83
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/ TYPE-C CABLE LINE-UP

/ MAGNETIC TYPE-C CHARGING CABLE

VARIETY OF USB-C CABLES MADE TO CHARGE &
SYNC ANY DEVICE USING THE TYPE-C TECHNOLOGY.

MAGNETIC USB-C TO USB-C CABLE, PERFECT TO
CHARGE YOUR MACBOOK 12’ AND NEWEST
MACBOOK PRO 13’ & 15’.

- All cables offer gold plated connectors with high
speed performance and durability.
- Charge and sync with fast data transfer.
- The pet material skin prevents the cable from
tangling and offers an amazing finish and touch.
- USB-C to USB-C - 1.2m / USB-C to USB-A 3.0 super speed (5 Gbps) - 1.2m / USB-C to reversible
USB-A 2.0 - 1.2m / USB-C to Micro-USB - 1.2m /
USB-C to USB-A 2.0 - 15cm.
#XCL-UCA2-23; UCM-23; UCA-23; UCAP-23; UCC-23

- Get the Apple “magsafe” easy to use cable
function back thanks to the magnetic cable.
- Its long size makes it really convenient to use at
your desk or on the go.
- The nylon material as well as the aluminum
connectors offer great durability and an amazing
finish.
- Length: 2 meters.
- Output: 20.2V 4.3A 86W.
#XCL-UCC2-13

/ TYPE-C TO HDMI CABLE
ULTRA-STRONG USB-C TO HDMI CABLE.

- Plug the USB-C connector to your new iMac,
MacBook and other device using the Type-C
technology, and connect it to a HDTV, monitor
or projector with the HDMI connector.
- The nylon structure as well as the aluminum
connectors guarantee great durability and
performance.
#XWH-UCH-13
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/ MAGNETIC REMOVABLE PRIVACY SCREEN
PROTECT YOUR INFORMATION IN THE PUBLIC ENVIRONMENT
AND EASILY REMOVE THE SCREEN WHENEVER YOU WANT,
THANKS TO ITS MAGNET SYSTEM.

- The screen protector is fully and easily removable,
and as many times as you want, thanks to its
easy-to-use magnet system.
- It offers 120°of protection in portrait mode, helping
protecting your information in any public environment.
- Oleophobic and hydrophobic, anti-scratch and
anti-fingerprint coating.
#MBA2-TP13-13; MBP2-TP13-13
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/ MACBOOK CASES

/ MACBOOK SLEEVE

STYLISH CASES & COVERS OFFERING A FULL
PROTECTION TO YOUR MACBOOK, MACBOOK AIR &
MACBOOK PRO.

STYLISH SLEEVE DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR THE
MACBOOK 12’’.

- The front and back covers are made with hard
polycarbonate offering a full protection in
every angle, from shocks, drops, fingerprints,
splashes and scratches, and great durability.
- Four rugged feet prevent the accumulation of heat
and keep the MacBook steady on every surface.

- The sleeve is made with high quality PU leather,
offering superior durability thanks to its
shock-absorbing features.
- Slim and lightweight, it does not bulk your
MacBook while protecting it from every angle.
#MBC-SL12-13

#MBA6-MC11-13; 03
#MBA6-MC13-03; 13; 73; 23; 33
#MBPR-MC13-13; 03; 73; 23; 33
#MBP2-MC13-03; 13
#MBC-MC12-13; 03
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/ WIRELESS CHARGING DOCK & POWERBANK

/ iPhone

& iPad

HANDY 2 IN 1 CHARGING DOCK & POWERBANK FOR YOUR
NEWEST IPHONE AND ANY DEVICE USING THE WIRELESS
CHARGING TECHNOLOGY.

- Original and elegant designed wireless charging dock.
- Equiped with 2 coils, it allows you to charge your
iPhone in both vertical and horizontal position.
- When detached, the dock becomes a 6kmAh
powerbank, allowing you to charge your phone
anywhere on the go, wirelessly or through the
USB-A port.
- Capacity: 6000mAh.
# IPU-WDP-13
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/ AIRTIME BASE STATION
STYLISH ALARM CLOCK WITH WIRELESS CHARGING.

- Easy-to-use, compact and elegant design, this
innovative alarm clock is a perfect fit for the night
stand of a new iPhone user.
- Simply place your phone on top of the speaker
before sleeping and get it fully charged by morning,
while enjoying a high quality sound to wake you up
in the best conditions.
- Wireless QI charging.
- Bluetooth audio.
- Stereo speaker pairing.
- Stream music.
- LED clock with alarm.
- Seemless fabric grill.
- 1X AUX + 1X USB-A ports.
- Available in «space grey/black» and «silver/
white».
#XWH-ABS-13; 03
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/ WIRELESS CAR CHARGER & HOLDER

/ MAGNETIC CAR HOLDER

WIRELESS CAR CHARGER WITH SMART ADJUSTABLE
HOLDER.

ULTRA-STRONG MAGNETIC CAR HOLDER.

- Hold and charge wirelessly your new iPhone or any
other phone using the wireless charging technology.
- Just place your phone, with or without case, to the
center of the holder and it will charge while you’re on
the go in your car.
- The new smart holder will automatically open and
close when sensing your phone is close to it, easily
place it using only one hand.
- The holder automatically adjusts its grip to the size
of your phone.
- Materials: PC-ABS.
- Diameter size: 80mm.
- Power: 15W.
- Input: 5V DC/2.5-3A.
- Output:5V DC/1A (max 5V DC/1.2A).
- USB: Mini USB, cable length 60cm.

- Easily plug the holder into the greed
thanks to an adjustable mechanism.
- The silver plate placed at the back of your device
creates the strong magnetic effect with the car
holder.
- The magnet car holder will keep your device firmly
stuck, even in extreme situations.
- Available in 2 colours, black & silver.
#IPU-XMC-13; 83

#XWH-WCH-13
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/ WALL TYPE-C PD CHARGER

/ FLAT LED LIGHTNING CABLES

STYLISH USB-C PD HOME CHARGER WITH EXTRA
USB-A PLUG.

SMART LIGHTNING CABLES WITH LED CHARGING
INDICATORS.

- The new original designed home charger allows
you to charge your new iPhone, iPad, and other
USB-C compatible device.
- The USB-C PD feature allows you to charge your
device at an ultra-fast speed.
- The extra USB-A port allows you to charge any
other compatible USB device.
- The charger has a clean design making
it easy to travel with.
- Input: 100-240 V 50/60 Hz.
- USB-A: 5V2.4A max.
- USB-C: 5V3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A.
- PD 3.0.
- Total Output 18W.
- Dimensions: 5.7cm x 4cm x 3.6cm.

- Lightning cable with smart LED indicating the battery
status: red when charging, green when fully charged.
- The ultra-thin connectors fits with almost every case
on the market.
- The premium aluminum material guarantees great
durability.
- Lenght: 1.2 meters.
- MFI certified.
- Available in the Apple colours «space grey» and
«silver».
#XCL-FLD-13; 83

#XWH-WPC-13
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/ PREMIUM LIGHTNING CABLES

/ IPHONE SCREEN PROTECTOR

STRONG LIGHTNING NYLON CABLE WITH
ALUMINUM CONNECTORS.

TEMPERED GLASS SCREEN PROTECTOR FOR ALL IPHONES.

- Extra resistant lightning cable available in 2 sizes.
- The ultra thin aluminum connectors fit with
almost every case available on the market.
- The nylon structure together with the aluminum
connectors guarantee high durability.
- Lenght: 1.2 meters and 2 meters.
- MFI certified.
- Available in the Apple colors «space grey», «rose
gold», «silver» and «gold».

- Ultra-thin and resistant, this great quality tempered
glass screen protector will provide a strong and
discreet protection to your iPhone, while maintaining
the sensibility of your touch screen.
- 9h hardeness.
- 0.2mm thick.
- Oleophobic and hydrophobic.
- Anti-scratch and anti-fingerprint coating.
- Available for all iPhone models.
#IPP-TTG5-13; G6-13; 6P-13; G7-13; G7P-13; G8-13; 8P-13; GX-13

#XCL-PRC-13; 33; 83; 93 / #XCL-PRC2-13; 33; 83; 93

/ FLAT LIGHTNING CABLES

/ HIGH PRECISION STYLUS PEN 3-IN-1

COLOURFUL FLAT LIGHTNING CABLES.

PROFESSIONAL STYLUS PEN FOR DESIGNERS.

- The nylon structure guarantees high durability.
- Available in a variety of bright and gorgeous colours.
- Lenght: 1.2 meters.
- MFI certified.
- Availalbe in white, blue, red, yellow and green.

- Tansit seamlessly from digital to analog.
- 3-in-1: easyly transform your stylo from a smooth
rollerball pen tip for writing on paper into a
capacitive mesh stylus tip for touchscreen use or a
precision disk stylus for creative professionals.
- Stylish design and durable material.
- The aluminum body is built for a portability with a
professional appeal.
- Compatible with all touchscreen devices.
- No batteries required.
- Size: 155 x 9 mm.

#XCL-USB-03; 23; 73; 53; 93

#XWH-STY-83
40
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/ SPORT BUNDLE
BIKE MOUNT AND ARMBAND SPORT BUNDLE.

- Just stick the fast lock holder to the back of your
iPhone, or any other phone case, and easily match
it with with the armband or bike holder with a
simple click.
- The phone remains strongly stuck to the holder
thanks to well designed mechanism, even in
extreme situations.
- The armand is adjustable to most arms, sweat
proof thanks to its lycra structure, and has a
convenient smart key slot.
- The bike mount is highly resistant and has an
easy-to-fix mechanism to any type of bikes.
- Fast lock holder: 46x46x4,7mm / black.
- Bike mount: 74x70x70mm / black.
- Armband: 114x112x20mm black + fluorescent
orange.
# XBL-SPB-13
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/ SOLAR POWERBANKS
STYLISH WATER-RESISTANT SOLAR POWERBANKS.

- Two powerbanks with great design, perfect to
bring along during outdoor activities.
- The powerbanks can be charged by using a
Micro-USB cable included or at anytime under the
sun thanks to the wide solar panel.
- The USB ports offer a fast charging experience
for smartphones and tablets.
- The handle allows you to fix it on your bag while
you are on the go and charge it with the sunlight.
Type-C IPP66, waterproof, dustproof, shockproof
and integrated torch.
- Capacity: 4000mAh / 10000mAh.
- Micro-USB: input: 5v 2a / output: 5v 3a.
- Type-C input: 5v 3a(max) / output: 5v 3a(max)
- Solar panel: 200mA.
- Size: 79.36x150.39x19.00mm.
#IPU-SPB3-13
#XBL-SP1-13
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/ SPORTWRAP LED
ARMBAND WITH LED LIGHTS FOR OUTDOOR SPORT
AND RUNNING.

- Armband for sport with solid or flashing LED for
high security during night-time training.
- The armband will protect your phone against
sweat, shocks, scratches and splashes thanks to
its high quality neoprene and lycra material.
- The front window offers a full protection of your
screen with full access to the touch screen
function.
- The armbrand is adjustable and fits to most arms.
- Use the hidden pocket to keep your house key
safe while you are running and use the special
strap to wrap your headphone cable around to
prevent tangling while you are exercising.
- Buit-in rechargeable battery / up to 6h autonomy.
#IPP-SLD-13
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/ DENIM LIGHTNING CABLE
PREMIUM DENIM DESIGN LIGHTNING CABLE.

- Extra resistant lightning cable with a stylish design.
- The ultra thin aluminum connectors fits with
almost every case available on the market.
- The nylon structure together with the aluminum
connectors guarantee great durability.
- Length: 1.2 meter.
#XCL-DNC-03

/ CAMO LIGHTNING CABLE
PREMIUM CAMO DESIGN LIGHTNING CABLE.

- Extra resistant lightning cable with a stylish design.
- The ultra thin aluminum connectors fits with
almost every case available on the market.
- The nylon structure together with the aluminum
connectors guarantee great durability.
- Length: 1.2 meter.
#XCL-MTC-53
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/ DJ HUGO

/ FRANCK DANIEL

/ GABI MASTRAGOSTINO

RALLY PILOT
LOHÉAC FRENCH NATIONAL RALLY, 1ST OF HIS CATEGORY
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP CORSICA TOUR

BMX DIRT & JUMP / YOGA
YOGA & BICYCLE SHOW PERFORMER

/ EDDY CLERTE

/ FRED KING

/ JEAN BULHON

BMX RACE
TOP 10 EUROPEAN JUNIOR MEN 2016
WORLD CUP SERIES RIDER

4 WHEELS MBK
SKI & MTB FREE RIDER

BMX FLATLAND
9TH RANK AT FISE 2016

DJ MA1A
DJ ON FORMULA 1 AND MOTO GP EVENTS AYER ROCK BOAT
LYON OFFICIAL DJ
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/ JEROME CALCOEN

/ LUKAS STEINER

/ VICKI GOLDEN

/ XAVIER DE SOULTRAIT

VTT TRIAL
TRIAL MTB SHOW PERFORMER

FREE RUNNING / PARKOUR
5X GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS HOLDER

FMX PILOT
X GAMES MOTO X - GOLD MEDAL
X GAMES BEST WHIP CHALLENGER 2016

RALLY AND DAKAR PILOT
FRENCH CHAMPION & WORLD TOP 10
PARIS DAKAR COMPETITOR

/ JOIN THE COMMUNITY
/ XTREMEMAC

/ @XTREMEMAC

/ XTREMEMAC_OFFICIAL
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/ JULES CLUZEL

/ PATRICK GUIMEZ

/ VINCENT PELLUARD

MOTO GP
19PODIUMS IN MOTO GP
1WIN IN SUPER SPORT CLASS IN 2016
2ND POSITION SUPERSPORT WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 2014

BMX DIRT & JUMP
WORLD RECORD 2015
OF DOUBLE BACKFLIP
OVER 21 METERS

BMX RACE
EUROPEAN AND WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP WINNER

/ XTREMEMAC.COM
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for outdoor experiences

